
It helps us to save on postage and printing costs if you can receive this newsletter by email, so please let us have your current email address. 

Dronfield Civic Society 
Caring for our local environment since 1989 

Web:   www.dronfieldcivicsociety.org.uk Email:   enquiries@dronfieldcivicsociety.org.uk 

YOUR CIVIC SOCIETY RELIES ON VOLUNTEERS WHO HELP TO KEEP OUR TOWN AN ATTRACTIVE PLACE TO LIVE.  
HELP US TO KEEP THIS SHARED SPACE BEAUTIFUL FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.  JOIN US! 

Make this your year to 
join Dronfield Civic  

Society.   

We are a non-political 
organisation working 
to improve the town.   

We’ve a lot to offer 
from monthly events to 

volunteering  
opportunities. 

This year, working with 
the Don Catchment 
Rivers Trust, we’re  

going to improve the 
environment along the 

course of the River 
Drone with regular 
clean-ups to clear  
plastic pollution. John Hinchcliffe—Chairman 
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Welcome to the March newsletter  
We began the year with a big clean-up day along the River Drone working with volunteers and  
guided by members of the Don Catchment Rivers Trust.  The amount of material including plastic 
waste removed from both the river channel and adjacent areas was enormous.  An outcome of this 
event was a move towards liaising with two other environmental groups in the town. 

There is just a short time left to make your nominations for the John Robert Clough Awards for 
2020.  Have a look at our website for ideas and to see who won an award last year.  Winners will be  
announced in May at the Special Evening of Celebration. 

We will soon have a second K6 at Coal Aston given over to a Book Exchange.  At the red telephone 
box you can comb the shelves for some great reading material to take away.  Don’t forget to  
donate all those books you’ve finished with so that others may enjoy them.  Let us know your 
thoughts for the Holmesdale kiosk.  Would you like another Book Exchange or something else? 

Whilst Christmas might seem a distant memory, we hope you enjoyed the second Christmas Tree 
Festival.  Was it as good as the first one or better?  We have a reminder of some of the best trees 
on display from the many groups in the town.  It is a lovely event which demonstrates a town  
vibrant with clubs, groups, organisations and associations.  Thank you to the organisers. 

Will 2020 be the year the Local Authority finally puts its Local Plan in place?  We will be finding out 
whether the areas of Green Belt around the town have been saved from large scale development 
and hopefully a plan in place will mean the town will have a bit more certainty about its future. 

 

 Autumn Planting 
Radbourne Common 2019 
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Being Part of the Big Picture 

At the start of 2020, DCS joined forces with the Don Catchment Rivers Trust to help  
clean-up a section of the River Drone.  More than fifty volunteers came along including 
young children, Town and District Councillors, DCS members, MP Lee Rowley, members of 
Plastic Free Dronfield and Dronfield Litter Pickers, a couple of dogs and a baby.  The 
amount of rubbish collected from the river channel and adjacent areas along Mill Lane 
was unbelievable.  Thanks to all those who helped, including the children who thought it 
was a great adventure.  Read the full account and see the images from the day on pages 2 
and 3. 

  
Thank You 
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River Drone Clean-Up—A DCS Initiative 

Remember this poster from our last newsletter?  We were amazed by how many people 
demonstrated an interest in helping us clean-up the River Drone in early January.   
Volunteers worked in the channel itself while others tidied banks and adjacent areas, 
clearing litter and plastic waste to prevent it travelling down the river systems to enter 
the sea. 

We’d like to express our thanks to the DCRT for their expertise, loan of equipment and 
for providing refreshments on the day.  From 10 a.m. the bags of rubbish began to pile 
up into a mountain alongside signs, lorry tyres, road cones, plastic bottles and old  
bicycles.  A lot of debris had washed down in the autumn floods of 2019 and was 
attached to the nearby vegetation.  Other items had been there much longer and 
demonstrate how long plastic items can survive in the environment.  One historic piece 
was a commemorative crisp packet for the Royal Wedding of 1981. 

Thanks to all who volunteered and we look forward to tackling another section of the 
Drone in early June. 

Left top to bottom:  Any Old Iron?, pickers set off to find 
litter, Sally with a barrow of rubbish & Cllr Alex Dale in the 
river channel. 

Middle top to bottom: rubbish mountain, what we collected 
& the all important refreshment table. 

Right top to bottom: Lee Rowley MP with Chair of DCS John 
Hinchcliffe, former Chair of DCS John Harvey tips another 
barrow load, heaps of plastic & Mick Kirk moves some 
heavy metal. 

Why not come along to the next one? 

It is a great social activity, a big adventure 
and a lot of fun.  All Welcome 
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DCS is pleased to announce that it will be liaising with Plastic Free  
Dronfield and the Dronfield Litter Pickers to co-organise future events. 
Our aims are similar as we continue to improve the look of the town,  
encourage young people to take an interest in looking after the  
environment and reduce the use of plastic to avoid it entering the river  
systems. 
With further work planned for other sections of the Drone, DCS want the  
River Drone to be an asset for the town as we help the wildlife along the 
river corridor and improve this valuable habitat. 

COME AND BE A DRONE RANGER— SATURDAY 13TH JUNE 
FURTHER DETAILS COMING SOON 

An unbelievable amount of rubbish was removed 
from the river and adjacent areas along Mill Lane 

In Training Gone Picking When can we do this again? 

I’d rather be paddling 

Proud to have helped 

Can I go in the river? 
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DCS Helps to Fund New Sign at the Parish Church 
Many of our readers and members will know that we support appropriate  
signage especially within the Conservation Areas.  Inappropriate signage can 
downgrade an area significantly.  Some time ago we were approached by Rector 
Peter Bold for a contribution towards a new sign to replace several old signs by the 
Lychgate.  It has taken a while to produce a design and secure the necessary  
permissions from the Diocese, but the new sign is now in place and DCS has made a 
contribution of £500 towards it.  You may remember we provided a similar amount 
for the sign at the High Street entrance of the Barn last year, replacing two  
temporary signs with one permanent sign.  We think you will agree that this has 
very much improved the look of this part of High Street and Church Street. 

BEFORE 

BEFORE 

AFTER AFTER 

We are often asked what we do with the money we raise.  Recently £1000 was donated to improve signage at the 
Parish Church and Hall Barn, £300 was spent on three new trees for Sindelfingen Park and £450 was spent on the 
Coal Aston K6 renovation and conversion to a Book Exchange.  We give smaller donations to help fund things like 
the Dronfield Woodhouse Well-Dressing and the plants in the ladles as well as funding our annual bulb planting  
across Dronfield and district. 

£ 
By-Pass Noise Update 

After a couple of attempts to get an update 
on the situation regarding the noise from 
the Dronfield by-pass after re-surfacing  
appears to have worsened noise levels and 
increased the number of cracked  
windscreens, we received this in early  
December from the Highways Strategy 
Manager at DCC. 

“The authorities highways team, with the 
support of its highways laboratory, have 
commissioned consultants to undertake 
a noise study, involving the collection of 
noise data and the production of a  
report on the findings.  The data  
aspect has recently been completed 
and we are awaiting the report on the  
findings.  After we have considered the 
findings of the report we will be in a 
more informed position to respond,  
however this will not be until early in the 
new year.” 

Former Chair of DCS, John Harvey, 
suggested having a public meeting on 
this topic.  We anticipate organising a 
meeting with members of the Council 
and some residents who have contacted 
us, together with some Town  
Councillors, once the results of the 
noise study are known. 

Here is an extract from the Government’s July 2019 policy document ‘Noise 
Action Plan: Roads’  https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/813666/noise-action-plan-
2019-roads.pdf 

6.4 Control of noise at source should be the first consideration. Over recent 
years, the use of low noise road surfaces has become increasingly  
widespread, particularly for new roads and when road surfaces need  
replacing. Important characteristics of road surfaces include their roughness, 
porosity and elasticity. These factors can be affected by the amount and type 
of binder used (e.g. asphalt or concrete), the mix (such as the shape and type 
of stones used in the mineral aggregate) and the surface treatment. The 
most effective road surfaces for reducing traffic noise pollution are porous 
and thin-layer asphalt. Research has shown that thin layer porous asphalt 
can reduce noise from passenger vehicles by between 3-4dB compared to  
non-porous surfaces.  

It would be interesting to know what material was used for the resurfacing of 
the by-pass and whether low noise products were considered.  There would 
seem to be only two solutions—use low noise surfaces or install sound  
barriers which may cause visual intrusion but which can reduce noise by up 
to 10dB.  DCS has heard from residents who live near the by-pass and who 
are at greatest risk of experiencing an adverse impact to health and quality 
of life due to road noise.  Some contacted us to say they can no longer open 
their windows on warm evenings due to the noise intrusion. 
Government funding is available for noise reduction in some circumstances.  
In our case it seems it was a cheap option to top dress a national speed limit 
road which has resulted in an increase in noise.  Any noise mapping should 
include an evaluation of the estimated number of people exposed to noise 
from road traffic. 
In our case we would need to know the areas of the town where residents  
can now hear by-pass noise or find it more intrusive than before.   
A committee member who regularly walks around Apperknowle and  
Summerley has noticed a constant background sound during colder, calm 
weather since the resurfacing work.  That’s some distance from the by-pass! 

The question is whether the surface  
dressing used was suitable for use on a  

National Speed Limit road and is there any 
information about noise levels pre  

re-surfacing to confirm that the  
noise has increased??? 
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  Heritage Rescue & Restoration—White Swan Inn—Vintage Petrol Pump 

Towards the end of last year a resident 
wrote to our Chairman  asking whether 
we would be prepared to restore and 
reinstate, in its original position, an old 
petrol pump which once stood next to 
the White Swan Inn.  This immediately  
caught the interest of our own David 
Hallam who is a bit of a renovation  
expert of things historic. 

Trevor Hoare of The Old Airport Garage Museum responded with the following:  
“The vintage pump is a Ruston and Hornsby built in the 1920s for Shell Mex & BP.   
The pump is hand-cranked and would have drawn petrol up from a tank under the  
forecourt.  The pump was accessed by rotating the door on the cabinet.  Inside would be 
the hose and fuel gun.  The top and base were black and the cabinet red.  I hope this  
information is helpful and I would be interested to follow your progress.” 

Ruston & Hornsby was an industrial equipment manufacturer in Lincoln, 
founded in 1918.  It is best known as a manufacturer of narrow and standard 
gauge diesel locomotives and steam shovels.  It is now a subsidiary of Siemens. 

DHT–000099 reproduced with  
permission from  

Dronfield Heritage Trust 

The original location of the Shell Mex & BP 
petrol pump. 

There is a museum at Rochester Airport dedicated to the history of old petrol pumps and 
other such memorabilia.  Committee  member Jane Singleton contacted the museum to 
see whether anything was known about this particular style of pump that would help with 
the authentic renovation of it. 

Thanks to Trevor for the images and information and we will keep him informed of  
progress with this little piece of memorabilia in Dronfield. 

The old pump once occupied a position at the front of the inn as seen in this  
Dronfield Hall Barn Archive photograph.  David contacted Enterprise Inns, owners of 
The White Swan, requesting permission to renovate the pump  in the spring.  At the 
fourth ask, they said yes.  We’d like to think the pump can be fully restored and  
reinstated in its original position.  We would also like to add one of our little blue 
plaques to it to demonstrate we care about the town’s heritage. 

At the bottom of the steps leading up to the White Swan Inn is a lump of concrete which formed the base of this petrol pump.  
If you’ve ever wondered what this ugly trip hazard is… now you know. 
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Time for a Tidy Up—Mill Lane & Unstone Line 

Having cleaned up the Mill Lane section of 
the Drone, we noticed that the  
interpretation panels installed in 2015 
needed a bit of a tidy-up.  Committee 
member David Hallam, soon had the back 
boards re-stained with wood treatment 
and the poster cases thoroughly cleaned 
inside and out. 

The information panels provide a few  
interesting facts about the early industry 
along Mill Lane.  There is also an  
environmental panel showing the  
woodland walk created by DCS with the 
help of  grant funding from Veolia. A straight section of the Drone  

on Mill Lane after the  
January clean-up 

In 2012 DCS secured £1000 from a DCC Community Action Grant to create a heritage and environmental trail along a former 
mineral railway line in Unstone.  Six information panels along Unstone Line tell the fascinating story of the coal mines which 
benefitted from the railway in the mid 1870s.  As part of the 150 years celebrations to mark the coming of the main railway line 
through Unstone and Dronfield, a walk along Unstone Line is planned for Sunday 19th July.  After eight years on the Line, the 
boards and information panels also needed a bit of a tidy up in time for the summer celebrations.  Thanks to Robert Hardcastle 
and David Hallam for undertaking the work on Mill Lane and Unstone Line. 

DCS Joins Forces with Plastic Free Dronfield & Dronfield Litter Pickers 
DCS is pleased to be an ally of Plastic Free Dronfield and to be working in conjunction with Dronfield Litter Pickers.  A number 
of events are being co-organised through March and April. 

On March 21st come along to the Dronfield Community Eco-Market showcasing local small businesses’ products and  
services, schools, community groups and much more including recycling advice and refreshments.  Start time 10.30 until 2.30 
in the Civic Hall. 

On April 25th there will be a big litter pick at Frith Wood where we come together to tackle tracks around the woodland and 
the Frith Wood streams as well as sections of Callywhite Lane.  Keep an eye on Facebook and the DCS website for  
confirmation of times and where to meet. 

On June 13th DCS and the Don Catchment Rivers Trust will tackle a section of the Drone to the south of Mill Lane towards  
Unstone.  Times and meeting point to be confirmed. 

On the third Wednesday in September, DCS will be hosting an event in conjunction with NEDDC to find out what happens to 
the waste we put in our different bins.  There have been stories in the news about waste from this country being sent to  
Malaysia spoiling vast areas of the country.  Some of that waste has now been returned in containers to the UK.  So does 
everything we put in our burgundy bin get re-cycled or not?  This will be a great opportunity to put your questions to Darren 
Mitchell from the Local Authority and to find out more from the Plastic Free Dronfield Group. 

We’re all working together to improve our town and raise awareness about issues like single-use plastic, the state of our rivers 
and the damage to the environment and habitats which endangers wildlife. 



Events...March…April...May...7:30 pm...St Andrew’s…Spring 
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This year it is the turn of DCS to  
organise the Dronfield Annual  
Lecture. We wanted a relatively local 
subject that will appeal to a wide  
audience. 

Wentworth Woodhouse is a Grade I 
listed stately home in South  
Yorkshire with the longest façade of any 
country house in England.  

The 2020 Dronfield Annual Lecture 

Historically the house has had a number 
of owners until 2017 when it was  
purchased by Wentworth Woodhouse 
Preservation Trust, on behalf of the  
nation.  Playing host to a number of 
award-winning films, feature length TV 
series, music videos and photography 
shoots, the house and grounds have an  
abundance of striking architectural  
features. 

We are delighted that the CEO of Wentworth Woodhouse 
Preservation Trust, Sarah Mcleod, has accepted our invitation to 
deliver the Annual Dronfield Lecture.  Previously Sarah was  
involved in the Cromford Mills project in Derbyshire.  She has a 
wealth of experience for what is required at Wentworth.   
Further details coming soon. 

Coming Soon…. 



From April 1st, Dronfield Civic Society invites you to renew your membership.  Annual subscription charges are £10.00 singles,  

£15.00 couples/families and £25.00 for small businesses/schools and associations.   

 Membership Secretary is Josephine Wright who will be pleased to receive the slip below with your payment by cheque to:  

Dronfield Civic Society 

Please send to:  Mrs J Wright  DCS Membership Secretary  11 Moorgate Crescent, Dronfield  S18 1YF 

For any membership queries you can contact Jo on dcsmembership@gmail.com 

   Please change your Standing Order to the new rates if you have not already done so.  Life membership remains at £60.00 single and 

£100.00 joint.  Small business/school/association remains at £25.00. 

Did you know you can now pay by BACS?   Our sort code is 60-40-09 and account number 09430342. 

 
Please renew my membership of Dronfield Civic Society from 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2021  

Name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

                 Email…………………………………………………………………………………. 

                 Membership: (please circle)         Single         Couple/Family        Business/School/Association 

                 I enclose a cheque made payable to Dronfield Civic Society for £……………….. 

Members receive reduced price entry to DCS talks and either a quarterly e-newsletter or a printed copy. 
PLEASE LET US HAVE YOUR CURRENT EMAIL ADDRESS AS IT SAVES THE COST OF POSTAGE AND PRINTING 

Dronfield Civic Society is sponsored by Stauff 
UK Ltd. Experts in the UK hydraulic industry 
since 1977 www.stauff.co.uk 

If you would like to become a sponsor of Dronfield Civic Society 
please contact us at enquiries@dronfieldcivicsociety.org.uk for  
further details. 
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An Invitation to Renew Your Membership for 2020-21 

Do we really need reminding about Christmas in March? 

On the back page of our newsletter, we’d 
just like to say a big thank you to the  
organisers of the second Festival of Trees 
at the Parish Church.  They received a 
John Robert Clough Award last year for a 
truly spectacular event. 

More trees than the year before were on 
display.  All were beautifully, artistically 
and creatively decorated with ingeniously 
crafted trimmings. 

We particularly liked the Plastic Free 
Dronfield tree, the unusual William Lee 
tree made from castings and the tree 
made from items from the Underdog.  
Churches, chapels and schools were  
well-represented.  Well done  
Apperknowle Chapel for an unusual  
minimalist, natural tree made of pieces of 
wood decorated with items from nature. 

It was the second year that the Civic  
Society took part with a tree decorated 
with knitted Peel Monuments and  
telephone boxes, blue plaques, green 
belts, bird boxes and glittery daffodil 
bulbs.  We completed the look with a  
Christmas sack full of litter and a litter 
picker and we’ve signed up to take part 
in the next one. 

Top left to right: DCS, Apperknowle Chapel & The Underdog 
Bottom left to right: The Snug,  Dronfield Hall Barn,  

William Lee & Plastic Free Dronfield. 


